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Video is everywhere.
Everywhere is video.
High quality, easy-to use and Climate Neutral
Konftel solutions for any type of room.
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Which room do you need to video equip?
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Personal Offices,
Working From Home
and Shared Spaces
There’s been a huge rise in dedicated home personal
workspaces and these trends will continue to gain
momentum. The requirements and functions of personal
work zones in the corporate office has in a short period
of time also become the norm for personal workspaces
at home. Environments need to be sustainable for the long
term.
Typically shared work spaces are not optimized for active
participation in video meetings. But when the activitybased office layout doesn’t offer enough availability of
small focus rooms, users need a viable meeting experience
also at their desk without disturbing colleagues.
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Focus Rooms,
Huddle Rooms
and Smaller Spaces
REQUIREMENTS:
• Equipment needs to be portable, unobtrusive,
easy to use and high quality.
• Privacy and personal settings are key
(built-in lens cover).
• Freedom to choose any meeting app.
• Cost-effective (for large volume deployment).
• Mobility to support hybrid work between
homes and offices.

Focus rooms are designed for two or three people or
single users while huddle rooms represent the ideal setting
for up to a handful of people. Flexibility is key for intense
focused in-person collaboration or personal work, combined with ad-hoc video meetings. Small meeting rooms are
typically for up to eight people although less people may be
in attendance for more social space and room to work.
Common denominators for these spaces are that users are
often close to the screen as a result of the limited space,
so a camera with a wide field of view is key. There’s also a
need for quick set-up for instant conferencing across any
platform, with the ability to use their own laptop to manage
meetings. Equipment needs to be simple to use, cost
effective and generate a high quality experience.

REQUIREMENTS:
• Quick set-up for instant convenient meetings.
• Straightforward products that are easy to use.
• Cost-effective for large volume deployment.
• Stable and reliable performance.
• Camera with wide field of view.
• Quality on the same level as formal meeting rooms.
• Freedom to choose any meeting app.
• A BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) solution to avoid
sharing devices since the user brings their own laptop to
join and manage meetings.

Ideal solutions for the personal workspace

Ideal solutions for the smallest meeting spaces

KONFTEL PERSONAL VIDEO KIT

KONFTEL CAM10

KONFTEL C20EGO

KONFTEL C2070

The Konftel Personal Video Kit is perfect for video
calls in your own office. The Konftel Cam10 web camera
and Konftel Ego speakerphone are plug and play via USB.

The Konftel Cam10 is a business-class web camera for
users who need professional quality for their personal
video calls. It includes an integral lens cover for privacy.

Item no: 951101081

Item no: 931101001

The Konftel C20Ego is a convenient and cost-effective
video package that is the perfect addition to even the
smallest meeting rooms and focus rooms – with simple
One Cable Connection to a computer.

Compelling price/performance makes the Konftel C2070
video package the go-to choice for so many small meeting
rooms – with award-winning sound and a 123-degree wide
angle lens.

Item no: 951201081

Item no: 951201089
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Medium Meeting
Room (Square)
Square medium-sized meeting rooms are often the sweetspot for video conferencing. User numbers and room layouts may vary to create additional space for each person
and material to work on. Often small groups can occupy
these rooms as well as larger gatherings of up to 12 people.
A camera with a wide field of view with zoom helps capture
all participants, whilst lifelike audio capabilities ensure
everyone is heard clearly.

Medium Meeting
Room (Oblong)
REQUIREMENTS:
• High quality scalable solutions, easy to install and use.
• A versatile camera with wide field of view, zoom and
framing.
• A natural, lifelike audio experience.
• Freedom to choose any meeting app.
• A BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) solution to avoid
sharing devices since the user brings their own laptop to
join and manage meetings.

Ideal solutions for square medium sized meeting rooms
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Medium rooms require a level of flexibility. Typically they
can have up to 10 – 12 chairs but overall users might be less
at times. These rooms tick so many ‘meeting boxes’, sitting
in between huddle and larger room facilities.
Strong camera performance is vital to capture all
participants, near and far, combined with exceptional
audio dialogue.
Here you would consider an audio device with scalable
audio expansion for both voice pick-up and sound
distribution and hybrid conferecing functionality where
you are able to combine regular IP calls with USB calls.

REQUIREMENTS:
• High quality flexible solutions, easy to install and use.
• A versatile PTZ camera with swift zoom and presets in
order to cover every inch of the room – to focus on
people near and far.
• High picture performance.
• A natural, lifelike audio experience with
beamforming microphones.
• A BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) solution to avoid
sharing devices since the user brings their own laptop to
join and manage meetings.

Ideal solutions for oblong medium sized meeting rooms

KONFTEL C20800 HYBRID

KONFTEL C2070

KONFTEL C50800 HYBRID

KONFTEL C5070

The Konftel C20800 Hybrid is a versatile video collaboration solution that is ideal for medium-sized and square
meeting rooms. It features beamforming audio and a wide
angle camera with 4K resolution.

Compelling price/performance makes the Konftel C2070
video package the go-to choice for so many small and
medium meeting rooms – with award-winning sound and
a 123-degree wide angle lens.

The Konftel C50800 Hybrid is an award-winning premium
collaboration solution that delivers outstanding audio and
video quality. Perfect for medium-sized rooms and allows
for hybrid conferencing.

Award-winning audio and a powerful PTZ camera
combine with One Cable Connection to a computer.
This is all you need for convenient video conferences
with a strong sence of being there in person.

Item no: 951201088 EU, 952201088 UK, 953201088 AU,
854201088 US

Item no: 951201089

Item no: 951401088 EU, 952401088 UK, 953401088 AU,
854401088 US

Item no: 951401089 EU, 952401089 UK, 953401089 AU,
854401089 US
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Large Meeting Room
A large conference room needs to be accommodated for
sometimes up to 20 chairs, although less people may use
them to create more ‘social space’ and areas to work on.
They often feature long and narrow conference tables,
where people sit far away from the screen. So a camera
with pan, tilt and zoom (PTZ) capabilities combined with
expandable audio devices for precision pick-up and room
filling sound are crucial. Equipment also needs to look as
good as it performs with design meeting even the highest
standards.

X-Large Meeting Room
REQUIREMENTS:
• A camera with swift PTZ and presets to
capture every inch in the room.
• Best in class audio in both pick-up and sound
distribution, that can easily be expanded.
• Ease of use, quality design and a seamless
user experience.
• Freedom to choose any meeting app.

Traditional boardrooms and extra large meeting rooms
demand the highest quality conferencing equipment that
easily can be scaled up and down to be able to space out
seating. Room tables tend to be long and narrow, often in
a U shape so best in class pan, tilt and zoom (PTZ) picture
quality and crystal clear expandable audio needs to ensure
the finest collaboration experience. These rooms often
provide seating for more than 20 people, are comfortable,
formal and functional to accommodate a wide range of
meetings.

• Hybrid conferencing ability with IP call options.

The ideal solution for large sized meeting rooms

• A camera with swift PTZ and presets to capture
the whole room.
• Best in class audio with simple expansion for
both pick-up and audio distribution.
• Ease of use, quality design and a seamless
user experience.
• Quality design style to match the overall performance.
• Freedom to choose any meeting app.

The ideal solution for extra large meeting rooms

KONFTEL C50800 HYBRID

KONFTEL 800

DAISY-CHAIN CABLES

KONFTEL C50800 HYBRID

2 X KONFTEL 800

2 X DAISY-CHAIN CABLES

The Konftel C50800 Hybrid (plus one Konftel 800 in a
daisy-chain) is an award-winning premium video collaboration solution, perfect for a large conference room.
Two Konftel 800 devices in a daisy-chain deliver rich, full
audio and a real sense of being there in person.

Item no: 910101088

Item no: 900102152

The Konftel C50800 Hybrid (plus two Konftel 800 devices
in a daisy-chain) is an award-winning premium collaboration
solution that can expand naturally into really large rooms.
Three Konftel 800 devices in a daisy-chain deliver rich, full
audio and a real sense of remote persons being in the room.

Item no: 910101088

Item no: 900102152

Item no: 951401088 EU, 952401088 UK, 953401088 AU,
854401088 US
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REQUIREMENTS:

Item no: 951401088 EU, 952401088 UK, 953401088 AU,
854401088 US

USB EXTENSION CABLE
We recommend Delock Active Optical Cable, 20 meters.
Item no: 83739
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How Konftel video solutions work

Multipurpose
Rooms
These rooms have flexibility at their heart and can
accommodate a wide range of users in various layouts –
with a capacity of often more than 20 people. Versatility
is key for different kinds of set-up, numbers of users and
their overall requirements. Presentations and sales seminars often take place from the front of the room which are
set-up in a classroom style for educational establishments
as well as businesses.
Video meeting audio can be integrated via the room’s
PA system, if available.

This is how the components fit together, with the Konftel
OCC Hub making the solution a breeze to set up and use.

REQUIREMENTS:

It’s plug-and-play via the USB connection and requires
no extra drivers as long as you have a modern version of
Windows as the operating system* on your computer.

You can also opt to connect the screen directly to your
computer, usually via HDMI, and then you don’t need the
driver from DisplayLink.
* The Konftel OCC Hub uses DisplayLink, the driver for which
is already on your computer if you have Windows 10 (1607)
Anniversary Update or later.

• A solution with multiple connectivity options in order
to provide full flexibility and hybrid conferencing.
• Easy to install and use.

Truly crisp images at a reasonable price

• A PTZ camera with swift zoom and presets for
maximum coverage.
• Conference audio with expansion capabilities.
• Freedom to choose any meeting app.

The ideal solution for multipurpose rooms

KONFTEL C50300IPX HYBRID

PA INTERFACE BOX

Konftel C50300IPx Hybrid (plus PA interface box). The
same simple One Cable Connection as in regular meeting rooms, here with the support of a fully-featured PTZ
camera and speakerphone that connect to the existing PA
system.

For connection to external loudspeaker and microphone
systems (PA systems). Item no: 900102087

Item no: 951401084 EU, 952401084 UK, 953401084 AU,
854401084 US
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USB EXTENSION CABLE
Extension to the regular USB cable beteween hub and
computer. We recommend Delock Active Optical Cable,
20 meters. Item no: 83739

KONFTEL CAM20

KONFTEL CAM50

The Konftel Cam20 is the conference camera that brings
4K Ultra HD video to huddle rooms and medium-sized
meeting rooms. Coverage for all the participants, who
are presented naturally in the pin-sharp image.
4K resolution makes the digital zoom deep and clear.
Flexible clamp ensures quick installation.

The Konftel Cam50 brings exceptional image quality to
your video conferences at a fraction of the cost of other
comparable conference cams with PTZ. The powerful
optical zoom captures faces and details with amazing
clarity, with a reach that extends even into large rooms.

Item no: 931201001

Item no: 931401002 EU, 932401002 UK, 933401002 AU,
834401002 US
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This you can always count on
With the widest portfolio in the market, you can be sure to always find
the perfect solution from Konftel. Our products cover everything
from personal workplaces to larger meeting rooms.

PLEASANT SOUND AND IMPRESSIVE VIDEO

STRONG FOCUS ON DESIGN AND USER EXPERIENCE

Users can sit back and relax, joining in the conversation,
hearing and being heard effortlessly. Konftel’s OmniSound®
audio technology with full duplex guarantees powerful and
crystal clear sound in both directions. In addition to that,
Konftel’s USB conference cams deliver stunning image
quality in your video conference.

In everything we do, we always focus on the user experience
and our award-winning products are a proof of that. After
more than 30 years in the industry, we know what people
expect. We are proud of all the awards and attention from
leading industry experts, even though our objective is, and
will always be, to win the hearts of our customers.

PLATFORM INDEPENDENT

CLIMATE NEUTRAL PRODUCTS

It doesn’t matter what your cloud service or collaboration
app of choice is: Teams, Zoom, Webex, Lifesize, BlueJeans,
Circuit, Google Meet or some other option. Bring your
meeting with you on your laptop, plug in the orange USB
cable and you’re good to go.

Konftel is certified in line with the Climate Neutral standard.
This means that we have offset all our greenhouse gas
emissions and are taking action to further reduce those
emissions. When you choose a Konftel product, you keep
a clear climate conscience while supporting your organization’s growing need for video collaboration.

Visit konftel.com to learn more
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